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Microphone Modeler Harmony Engine Evo Vocal Modeling Harmony Generator is the next generation
of the easy-to-use tool for vocal harmony creation. Building on the power and ease of use of the

original Harmony Engine, Harmony Engine Evo incorporates Antares Evo Voice Processing
Technology for faster, more accurate pitch detection, smoother, artifact-free pitch shifting, and

seamless, natural-sounding throat modeling. And with the ability to create virtually unlimited jazz
styles, vocalists can now create everything from soulful pop, modern r&b, classic jazz, or any

combination of these styles, directly in the Producer. Auto Key and Scale DetectionHarmony Engine
Evo includes an innovative Smart Key and Scale detection that will automatically detect the key and

scale of the song and automatically place the synth track into the key and scale of the song. Auto
Key and Scale detection greatly improves results since vocals and other audio tracks will always be
in the right key and scale. Auto-Tune Access & Essential Auto-Tune FeaturesHarmony Engine Evo

includes the new Auto-Tune Access feature that delivers an automatic clean version of a vocal that
will have the Auto-Tune sung over it. With the new access feature, you can now quickly and easily

access your Auto-Tune data and apply it to other vocal sections. When we first introduced auto-tune
in Harmony Engine Evo we stated that this tool is different from other tools and that this tool would
empower the vocalist by becoming their pocket studio. Well the new auto-tune access feature is yet

another example of what we meant. There is no other automatic key and scale detection tool like
this one on the market.
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